Infoespai - AlterComs

I did teach a few years in the Not-for Profit Cooperative "*Infoespai*", which was renamed a few years later to "*AlterComs*".

Courses there comprised:

**Wiki: Collaborative writing of documents**

In Catalan/Spanish
CursWiki 2006
CursWiki 2006

**Administering Tiki Wiki CMS/Groupware web sites**

In Catalan/Spanish
Level 1. Beginners:
CursTiki1 2006 V01 Canvis Fusionats
CursTiki1 2006 V01 Canvis Fusionats

Level 2. Intermediate
2006 ApuntsAdminTiki Nivell2
2006 ApuntsAdminTiki Nivell2

**GNU/Linux to M$ Windows users**

In Catalan/Spanish
Alter Cursos Altercoms Sccl IISOL I G04 Inici
Linkat 2.0 Manual

**Image manipulation with Gimp**

In Catalan/Spanish
1001 Taller GIMP Apunts Del Curs 100201

Some former content can still be viewed online at [http://moviments.net/cursos](http://moviments.net/cursos). Most content is not available online anymore, but you can see the course notes above.
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